
THE SHIPS, COLONIES & COMMERCE TOKENS.
(Breton, No. 997).

A BKVI8K1) LIST BY W. A. D. LICKS.

These tokens, in common with many others, were circulated in Canada 
in large numbers from about the end of the first quarter of the last century 
to meet the need for small change caused by the absence of an official coin
age.

Owing to the large number of varieties and the extreme rarity of some 
of them, the series is one of great interest to collectors.

Prior to the year 1903 little or nothing had been published that was of 
practical help to the collector in identifying the different varieties. Dr. 
Leroux in his Numismatic Atlas, published in 1883, placed the number of 
varieties at not less than 14; in the first and second editions of his Cana
dian Coin Cabinet, published, respectively, in 1888 and 1892, he says, 
strangely enough, “10 to 12 varieties.” Breton, in his Illustrated Ainadian 
Coin Collector, 1890, and in his Illustrated History, 1894, says, “about 25 
varieties.” W. Elliott Woodward offered, in a sale in 1882, a set of 21 varie
ties. and in the Frossard sale of the Gerald E. Hart collection, in 1888, there 
was a set of 32 varieties with the ship obverse, said to be all from different 
dies. None of these writers or cataloguers made any attempt to describe 
the different varieties.

In The Numismatist for May, 1903, Mr. Jeremiah Gibbs of Hamilton, 
Ontario, to whom all honor is due as a pioneer in this difficult field, pub
lished a descriptive list of 28 variteies, which has not only been of great 
value to collectors, but has served as the starting point for all later re
search. It is now somewhat out of date and difficult to obtain.

In 1906 Mr. Howland Wood of New York published an admirable pho
tographic chart, showing on one sheet, without descriptions, the obverses 
of 4 3 varieties and the reverses of 41. This has been an almost indispen- 
sible aid to the collector, but, unfortunately, it is now out of print and the 
negative broken. In the ten years since its publication some new varieties 
have been discovered, and this seemed to the writer to suggest the need of 
a revised list, brought down to date and made as complete as is reasonably 
possible.

The general description of the coin is: Obv., a ship sailing to the right 
within a beaded border. Rev., the words SHIPS COLONIES & COMMERCE 
in four lines within a beaded or toothed border. All have plain edges, and 
most of them straight reverses. On the obverse of some varieties a letter 
H is to be found between the exergual lines, probably the Heaton mint- 
mark; on others a second letter H is Incused on the waves above the first 
and below the bow of the ship, and the remainder lack the H entirely. In 
sort'ng a mixed lot of these pieces I have found this feature to afford the 
most convenient guide, and 1 have, accordingly, divided my list into three., 
groups, the “No H,” “Single H” and "Double H” varieties. ^

Other differences are to be found in the nationality and shape, of the 
flag, the form of the waves, the size and spacing of the letters and words, 
etc. All the ships have thirteen sails; Nos. 1 and 2 show eleven of these 
unfurled, the others ten only. For shapes of flags see under group head-»
lege

The character “&” takes four general forms. In describing them I re
fer to the upper terminal as the knob or bar and the lower as the tail. In 
the first form the upper terminal ends In a distinct cross-bar, and I call It 
“bar &”; in the second form the upper terminal ends in a round knob, 
called the “round-knob the third has a round knob with a wedge-shaped



piece cul out next the stem which cullies it, culled the “cut-knoli the 
fourth has its knob in the shape of a bent club, which I call the "club-knob 

the last is found with three different tails, "thick, sharp." "thick, 
blunt," and "thin, sharp," all pointing downwards, while the other forms 
all have upward-pointing tails. These different forms of are specified 
under the different numbers in the list, and are here illustrated:

6c & & Sc
Bar. Itmmd-knoh. (’tit-knob. (’Itth-knob.

Two other coins of the same type are shown in Mr. Breton's hook un
der the numbers 999 and 1000, but since I have not been able to get definite 
enough information about these, 1 have not included them in the list.

After tlie serial numbers in the list 1 have given the corresponding 
numbers from Mr. Wood's chart and Mr. Gibbs* list, indicated, respectively, 
by the letters W. and G., to facilitate reference to these lists. At the end of 
ea It description 1 have inserted h number with the letter K to indicate my 
opinion of the comparative degrees of rarity from 1, the commonest, to 10, 
the r#est These, of course, are only approximate, since no two collectors 
have exactly the same experience in this regard; also, these standards of 
rarity have no relation to those adopted by writers on other series of coins.

1 take this opportunity to acknowledge, with sincere thanks, much 
valuable help in the compilation ot this list fiom Dr. E. G. Courteau of St. 
Jacques, Quebec; Mr. S. S. Heal of Toronto, and Mr. Howland Wood of 
New York. To the two first named are also due my thanks for the loan of 
pieces from their collections for illustration. 1 had intended mentioning 
the names of the discoverers of certain varieties with a view to stimulating 
interest in the search for still other newr varieties, but I found such diffi
culty in determining the real discoverers that I decided to omit all refer- 
en*e to them except in one case that comes within my personal knowledge. 
The difficulty mentioned arises from the fact that the same variety may be 
found, independently, by more than one collector at about the same time. 
An instance is No. 33, which Mr. E. W. Barton of Toronto'and Dr. Courteau 
were both fortunate enough to discover shortly after Mr. Wood’s chart was 
published.

In some cases I have, for convenience, followed Mr. Gibbs or Mr. Wood 
in giving separate numbers to certain vaiieties which differ only in the die 
being re-cut or otherwise altered; in other cases I have noted the«e only as 
variations of the original die so as not to increase the numbers unduly.

I cannot hope that errors have not crept in. Corrections and descrip
tions of new varieties will be gladly welcomed, also correspondence with all 
who are interested in this series.

GltOl r I: NO H.

Varieties without letter H on waves or between exergual lines. Nos. 
1 to N show various flags as noted; Nos. 9 to 22 all have curved-top flag.

1. ( W. 1; G. 2 k Obverse, ship showing V. S. flag with double curve
and initials W Ar B N. Y. below exergual lines. Reverse, top of & under (); 
bar &. Found on thick, thin and extra thin flans. R. K.

?.. < \7. 2; G. It. Obverse, ship taller than on No. 1. leaving less space
below exergual lines; U. S. flag with single curve; sprit-sail larger; no In
itials. Reverse, lines of legend closer together; letters differ from No. 1 ; 
top of At almost under N: bar Ar. This has hitherto been assumed to be 
the work of Wright Ar Bale. New York, as No. 1. bearing their initials, un
doubtedly is. The obverse is apparently a copy of No. 1, but the workman
ship differs somewhat. The letters of the reverse are strikingly like those 
of No. K, below, particularly the K, the defective I’ in SHIPS and the EEE, 
but their alignment in the vords is diffeient, suggesting that the die may 
have been made with the same letter-punches. If so, either No. 2 is of 
British origin or No. K was made in the V. S.. which seems unlikely since



the obverse of No. s is also found on Breton 1003, always supposed to be 
British. This is nominally an upset reverse, but, like many others of the 
series, it diverges from an exact upset at different angles showing either 
that the die was loose in the press or that issues were struck at different 
times with the die differently set in the press. R. 4.

3. «XV. 3; G. 3). Obverse, distinguished by a large flag drooping al
most to the deck of the ship. The lines on the flag are not usually very 
plain, but seem to be those of the Union Jack. Reverse, COLONIES and 
COMMERCE farther apart than on other varieties; first S of SHIPS over O 
of COLONIES; bar A:. Found on large, thick flan with straight reverse and 
on smaller flans of two thicknesses with straight and upset reverse, the lat
ter with and without die defects, due to rust, between main- and fore-masts; 
the thick flan variety is also found with a perfectly plain reverse. R. 7.

4. (XV. 4; G. >. Obverse, same as No. 3. Reverse differs from No. 
3 In first S of SHIPS being more to the light; a die defect is sometimes found 
above P of SHIPS. It is the same reverse as Breton ft98 or Wood’s Black
smith No. I", hence it is known ;*s tin- Blacksmith variety. This reverse 
has hitherto been considered the one exception to the rule of a beaded or 
toothed border, but careful examination of a good specimen discloses several 
beads of the border close to first C of COMMERCE; upset reverse; bar &. 
This variety was not listed by Gibbs, but appeared first in XXrood’s chart. 
R. in.

5. (W. : G. ). Obverse differs from Nos. 3 and 4 in the following
particulars: The pennant is straighter and does not show the square hollow 
next th<- niiist nor the split point; no ball where upper guye join maln-maet; 
smaller balls on tops of main- and fore-masts; ball on top of mizzen-mast 
does not hang over to right; upper wave projects farther at left and is 
split like an alligator’s jaws; lowrer wave is sharp-pointed; exergual lines 
do not extend as far to left and do not end together, the upper being the 
longer; a short spike projects from stern of ship; more space between flag 
and deck; after brace of mizzen-mast joins flagstaff instead of deck. Re
verse same as No. 4; bar &. Dr. Courteau and Mr. Heal consider this to 
be from the same die as Nos. 3 and 4 in a different state of preservation, 
hut I incline to the belief that it is an imitation of that die. The differences 
seem too radical for even a recut die. Mr. XX’ood considers it. by reason 
of a die defect to left of flag-staff, to be from the same die as his Black
smith No. 9, and. with this reverse, a new combination to which he gives 
the number 9a in the Blacksmith series by joining the ship of No. 9 with 
the reverse of No. 10 in his Plate 1 of that series. R 10. 1 regret that
I have not been able to Illustrate this piece owing to failure to obtain It 
back from a collector to whom I sent it for examination and comparison 
with the only knowrn specimen of Wood’s Blacksmith No. 9.

6. (W. 5; O. 4). Obverse, flag and pennant almost straight; waves 
short and choppy. Reverse, large letters closely spaced; COLONIES and 
COMMERCE closer together than in any other of the series; long left leg 
to N of COLONIES; CE of COMMERCE joined; bar &. Found on thick 
and thin flans. R. 8.

7. (W. 6; O. 61. Obverse, pennant almost straight; flag curves up
wards toward mizzen-sail; flag close up to ball of flag-staff; long running 
waves Reverse, seme ;i- No 6; bar a Found in red copper ou large 
thick and small thin flans and In brassy copper on small flan. R. 7.

8. (XV. 7; G. tf). Obverse, hull of ship shorter than in any other; 
flag ••hump-backed” with diagonals crossing each other, the only Instance. 
Reverse, letters similar to those of No. 2. which see, but their alignment 
in the words is different; upset reverse; bar &. This Is the obverse of 
Breton 1003 combined with the reverse of B. 1002. Found with perfect 
and rusted reverse dies. R. 4.

9. (W. 27; G. 20). Obverse, a line runs from lowest fore-sail to 
corner of lower sprit-sail; the jib is not joined to the lower sprit-sail; yard 
of lower sprit-sail does not project beyond the sail; curved flag. Reverse, 
medium-sized letters, closely spaced; I of SHIPS over ON of COLONIES; 
more fully described under No. 19; bar â. Found with all lines and 
shrouds well struck and with some weakly struck or partly wanting. In all 
I have seen of both the two upper left guys of mizzen-yards are partly want
ing. R. 6.



lu. (XX’. 28; G. 27 I. Obverse probably from same die as No. 9, but ill 
various states as mentioned below. Reverse, small heavy letters, widely 
spaced ; large centre-strokes to EEE; with and without dot below last C of 
COMMERCE; round-knob &. Found with well struck, and weakly struck, 
lines and shrouds, with whole and broken mizzen-guys, with and without 
defects in obverse and reverse borders and with and without various cracks 
in both dies. R. 6.

11. (XV. 42; G. 27). Obverse, same as No. 10, except the left guy- 
rope above the unfurled mizzen-snil, which is double-cut. Reverse, same 
as No. 10; round-knob &. R. 1U.

12. ( XV'. 43; G. 27). Obverse, same ns No. 10, but with a large die
flaw below exergual lines at right. Reverse, same as No. 10; round-knob 
&. Found with and without defects in reverse border at left and with per
fect and rusted reverse dies. R. 6.

13. (XV'. 41; G. 28). Obverse, a line running from top of mainmast 
to flag and not touching the yard of the unfurled mizzen-sail is a feature 
peculiar to this variety; several of the sail-yards end in round knobs; pos
sibly from the same die as No. 9, recut. Reverse, same as No. 10; round 
knob *v. R. 10.

Note: The reverses of Nos. 14 to 22 are all of the same type and differ 
so minutely in the relative positions of the letters that some system of 
measurements is necessary. Place the coin in a hole in a card to keep it 
from slipping; lay over it a piece of transparent celluloid on which are 
ruled with a tine pencil or needle a horizontal line and an upright exactly 
at right angles to it; align the horizontal accurately with the base of the 
word COMMERCE and let the upright touch the left side of first S in 
SHIPS; then note where this line, called “first upright," cuts the letters <>i 
COLONIES and COMMERCE; then shift the celluloid to the right till the 
upright touches the right side of last S in SHIPS, still keeping the hori
zontal aligned with the base of COMMERCE, and note where this "second 
upright" cuts the letters of COLONIES and COMMERCE. The reverse 
descriptions below, Nos. 14 to 22, are based on this system. The words, 
as well as the letters, are differently spaced in some varieties.

14. (XX*. 33; G. 19). Obverse has two guys fiom bow-sprit to yard of 
unfurled sprit-sail, meeting at same point on bow-sprit, and four ratlines 
in forward shroud of main-mast. This and the next three are known as 
the "large guy" varieties. Reverse, first upright cuts O of COL at centre 
and O of COM to right of centre-hole; second cuts E to right of upright 
centre-stroke and C about centre <>i down-stroke; upright centre-stroke oi 
first E of COMMERCE is cut off above the horizontal centre-stroke, here
after referred to as, "E cut"; faint centre-spot above &; bar &. R. 9.

15. (XX*. 34; G. 19). Obverse, same as No. 14. Reverse, first up
right cuts O of COL well to right of centre and runs between O and M of 
COM but nearer to O; second cuts E to left of upright centre-stroke and 
touches C lightly at left; all E s cut; centre-spot nearer N than & : bar &. 
Pound with and without defect in border below COMMERCE, it. !*.

16. - (XX’. —; G. —1. Obverse, same as No. 14. Reverse, first up
right cuts O of COL to right of centre and runs between O and M of COM 
but nearer to M; second divides upright centre-stroke of E ami cuts down- 
stroke of C more to right than in No. 15; all E’s cut; faint centre-spot half 
way between N and &; top of first S In SHIPS is double-cut and its lower 
terminal sharp: lower curve of & flattened and Its tail longer than in any 
other; bar &. This variety was discovered by Dr. Courteau while this list 
was in preparation, and was kindly loaned by him, with others, for illus- 
tratlon. R. 10.

17. ( X\*. 35; G. 19). Obverse, same as No. 14. Reverse, first upright 
cuts O of COL to left of centre-hole and O of COM to right of same; second 
divides left upright of E and passes to left of C; all E’s cut; centre-spot 
closer to X than to &; bar &. R. 9.

is. (W. 36; <;. 19 i Obverse, similar to No. 14, but i)•♦• sprit sail 
guys are shorter and do not come exactly together on bow-sprit, the upper 
extending farther than the lower; the forward main-shroud has only three 
ratlines, and the two lower ones are much closer together than In No. 14. 
This and the next four are called the "small guy" varieties. Reverse same 
as No. 17; bar &. R. 10.
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OBVERSES.

8KK LIST
I X OK It

No. 5

Tliv numbers below occupy the oorreppondln* positions of I ho polnn above.

- 1 2 3,4 5

6 7 8

9,10 11 12 13

14 to 17 18 to 22 23 to 33

34 to 38 39 to i\ \ 43 to 46

A



REVERSES
The number* below occii|i\ the v«mv, position* of tin • •«•in* nbove.

1 2 3 4,5

6,7 8 9,19, 35

10 to 13, 41 14 15 16

17,18 20 21 22

19. (W. 37; (i. 19 i. Obverse, same as No. 18. Reverse, first upright 
almost exactly as in No. 15; second divides left upright of E and cuts Into 
down-stroke of C; first K of COMMERCE rut. others perfect; spike at top 
of &; double-cut I in COLONIES; bar &. Found with whole obverse bor
der and with defect in same below ship. R. 7.

20. (W. 38; O. 19). Obverse, same as No. 18. Reverse, first upright 
as In No. 14; second runs along right edge of left upright of E and barely 
touches C; first E in COMMERCE rut, others perfect; bar &. R. 10.

21. (W. 39; Ci. 19). Obverse, same as No. 18. Reverse, first upright 
cuts right stroke of O in COL and runs to right of left upright of first M 
in COM: second cuts E to left of centre upright and C to left of centre-

93
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REVERSES.
lumbers below m-i'iipy tli.' t-c MTcs|mn«llng positions of tli «* coins above

23 24 25, 40 26

27, 33 28 29, 32 30

31 34 36 37, 45

38,39 42, 46 43 44

hole; all E’a perfect; bar At. Found with whole reverse border and with 
detect in same at right. R. !».

22. (W. 40; G. 191. Obverse, same as No. 18. Reverse, first upright
cuts () of COL to left oi centre-hole and O of COM to right of centre-hole; 
second runs along right edge of left upright of E and to left of C; all E's 
perfect; bar &. Found with whole and cracked reverse dies. R. 10.

(Jltori* II: HIKUliK H.
Varieties with letter H between exergual lines; straight-top flag.
22. ( VV. 14; G. 121. Obverse, a line runs from lowest fore-sail to

unfurled sprit-sail ; Jib larger than in other varieties; furled sails on miz-



zvn-mast and bow-sprit are solid as distinguished from No. .'{if, where these 
sails are shown by lines with a hollow between them. This obverse in Nos. 
23 to 31 is found with and without certain of the reverse letters incused 
mi the obverse between the sails In two different positions. Reverse, letters 
in COLONIES widely spaced; words COLONIES and COMMERCE far apart; 
all E's nicked at top of left upright; .beads in border not of uniform size; 
cut-knob A. Found in brassy copper on thin flan with whole dies and in 
copper on thick Mans with whole and cracked dies. R. ♦».

24. ( W. 13; (I. 12 f. Obverse, same as No. 23. Reverse, same as No. 
23. except border, in which the dots are of uniform size, apparently re-sunk 

after a large number had been struck from the die with the irregular dots, 
which is much commoner; cut-knob &. Found with perfect and defective 
reverse borders. R. 9.

25. ( W. 15: G. i. Obverse, same as No. 23. Reverse, medium
sized letters closely spaced; three die-cracks distinguish this reverse from 
that of No. 40, which only shows one or none; both show' a defect at third 
bead below last E of COMMERCE, but the beading is different, as noted 
under No. 10 : ba r & R. 10.

20. ( W. 10; G. St. Obverse, same as No. 23. Reverse, very large
letters; gap in stem which carries knob of &; lower strokes of EEE do not 
extend to left of uprights; beads of border run together; cut-knob &. 
Found in red copper with well struck and weakly struck ropes, and in 
brassy copper with weak ropes. R. 4.

27. iW. 17; G. 25). Obverse, same as No. 23. Reverse, small letters 
closely spaced: upright of L in COLONIES is nicked to right at top and to 
left at bottom; a small hump on final down-stroke of R in COMMERCE; 
round-knob A. Perfect and defective reverse borders. R. 5.

28 (W. 18; c,. ini. Obverse, same as No. 23. Reverse, border 
toothed instead of dotted; blunt tail to R of COMMERCE; cut-knob A 
This was regarded by Mr. Gibbs as a sub-variety of his No. 10; it was first 
given a separate number on Mr. Wood’s chart. Found with well struck 
and weakly struck ropes and whole and broken dies. R. 4.

(W. i'1; ii. 10). Obverse, same is No. Reverse, toothed 
border; MM of COMMERCE close together: nick in left side of upright o‘ 
first E in COMMERCE just below upper horizontal line; first S of SHIPS 
not double-cut as in next; small dot under final S of SHIPS; cut-knob A 
Nearly all show light cracks between letters of SHIPS and thence to E of 
COLONIES. Found with perfect reverse border and with .breaks in same 
and with upper terminals of final SS of SHIPS and COLONIES Coined to 
body of letter by rust spots in die, and not so joined: these in various com
binations with the incused letters on obverse and without them R. 3.

(W. 20; G. 10). Obverse, same as No. Reverse, toothed 
border; MM of COMMERCE farther apart than in No. 2Î); first S of SHIPS 
and last E of COMMERCE double-cut; first E of COMMERCE not nicked: 
character "<v" more i<> left than in 29; cut knob St. This first appears 
under a separate number in Wood’s chart. R. 2.

31. (W. 21; G. 0). Obverse, same as No. 23. Reverse, same as No. 
30, except that part of the ceriph or left foot of N in COLONIES is want
ing and lower end of upright centre-stroke of last E in COMMERCE is cut 
off; cut-knob A. Found with whole dies and with various cracks in both 
dies. This is the commonest variety of the series. R. 1.

32. (W. 26; <: 11). Obverse (not shown on plate) is same as No. 
23, but with a short line, probably from an accidental Injury to the die, 
projecting from right side of unfurled mizzen-sail. Reverse, same as No. 
20; cut-knob A. Reverse varies from upright at different angles in both 
dirertions Fourni with perfect and defective obverse border. R. 4.

(\\\ <; i Obverse, same as No 82 Reverie, same No
27; round-knob A. It is exceedingly rare; the only two 1 have seen have 
the defect In reverse border below COMMERCE. R. 10.

«iltorr III; DOl’IlliK H.

Xarietles with letter H between exergual lines and incused on waves; 
straight-top flag.

34. (W. 8; G. 7). Obverse, no line from lowest fore-sail to unfurled
sprit-sail; small jib; the upper of two lines running from unfurled mlzzen- 
sall Is double-cut. Reverse. I of SHIPS directly over O of COLONIES, the



only instance ; misshapen N in COLONIES; bar At. Found with whole and 
cracked reverse dies. R. 8.

36. ( W. 9; G. 22 ). Obverse, same as No. 34. Reverse, same as No.
19; bar &. Found with whole and cracked obverse dies. R. 9.

36. ( W. 10; G. 14). Obverse, same as No. 34. Reverse, C of COLO
NIES over C of COMMERCE: club-knob A: with thick, sharp tail. Found 
with whole and cracked dies; nominally a straight reverse but seldom 
found exactly so. R. 8.

37. ( W. 11; G. 17). Obverse, same as No. 34. Reverse, C of COLO
NIES more to right than in last ; club-knob & with thick, blunt tail. Like 
last diverges from straight at different angles. R. 7.

38. t XV. 12; G. 13). Obverse, same as No. 34. Reverse, large, heavy 
letters; cut-knob &. Almost always shows more or less distinct cracks in
side reverse border. Found with large and small, regular and irregular 
dots in borders and with whole and cracked dies. R. 5.

39. (W. 22; G. 16). Obverse, a line runs from lowest fore-sail to 
unfurled sprit-sail; jib not joined to sprit-sail ; yard of sprit-sail does not 
project beyond sail ; a ball shows where mizzen top-guys join mast; a small 
spike projects upward from top ball of fore-mast. Reverse, same as No. 
38; cut-knob &. R. 9.

40. ( W. 23; G. 21). Obverse, same as No. 39. Reverse, same as 
No. 26 but with none, or only one, of the die-cracks noted under that num
ber; there is. however, a difference In the beads of reverse border, which 
are larger and more run together than in 25; bar At. R. 8.

41. ( W. 24; G. 24). Obverse, same as No. 39. Reverse, same as No. 
in; round-knob &. Found with straight and upset reverse, with and with
out rust spots in and above C of COLONIES, and with whole and cracked

Straight reverse, it. 8; upset reverse, R.
42. i W. 25; G. -). Obverse, same as No. 39. Reverse, club-knob

ù with thin, sharp tail. Appears first in Wood's chart. R. 8.
43. ( W. 29; G. 26). Obverse, a line runs from lowrest fore-sail to

unfurled sprit-sail; jib not joined to sprit-sail; yard of sprit-sail projects 
beyond sail. Reverse, 1 in SHIPS and L in COLONIES are weakly struck; 
u crack runs from left bordei through COM, touches 4 and runs to right 
border near S of COLONIES; round-knob &. R. 9.

44. ( W. 30; G. 26). Obverse, same as No. 4 3. Reverse, similar to 
No. 4 3, but with I and L well struck; CO in COLONIES farther apart than 
in 43; no crack in reverse die; round-knob &. R. 7.

4 5. (W. 31; G. 18). Obverse, same as No. 43. Reverse, same as
No. 37; club-knob & with thick, blunt tail. Found with straight, quarter-
upset and half-upset reverse and whole and cracked dies. R. 6.

4 6. (W. 32; G. 15). Obverse, same as No. 43. Reverse, same as No. 
42; club-knob & with thin, sharp tail; whole and cracked dies. R. 5.

Red I)eer, Alberta. Canada, October. 1916.


